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9 of 10 review helpful Quick read about a bygone era By Prince Roy This is an enjoyable book by Bill Porter better 
known by his pen name Red Pine describing his early 1990s journey along the length of the Yellow River beginning 
from where it enters the sea in Shandong to its source in Qinghai As the pre eminent translator of classical Chinese in 
the disciplines of poetry Buddhism and philosophy he brings a vital an Bill Porter is the ideal travel companion His 
depth of knowledge of Chinese history and culture is unparalleled His wit is ever present And his keen eye for the 
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telling detail consistently reminds us that China is not what you think it is Yellow River Odyssey already a best seller 
in China reveals a complex fascinating contradictory culture like never before About the Author Bill Porter Bill Porter 
is an award winning author and translator who uses the pen name Red Pine for his translations He is considered one of 
the foremost translators of Chinese texts especially Buddhist and Taoist poetry and sutras Por 
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